
M/Y JOY

4 double en-suite cabins
Professional crew of 3







Master Cabin



Vip Cabin





Twin Cabin



Twin Cabin





Salon





Dining Area





Chef’s Culinaries



Fun on board



The heartbeat of the Filippetti Flybridge 76 is elegance. A revolutionary concept was created to meet the needs of the most refined and demanding
owners.
In this context, space becomes the key element in this masterpiece of naval architecture: the Filippetti Flybridge 76 features a living zone on the main
deck of unprecedented dimensions..
The exterior of the Filippetti Flybridge 76 is head-turning and elegant with an outdoor dinette.
Ample and comfortable, the interiors offer relaxing navigation.
Below deck, the night area consists of 4 double cabins, each with en-suite bathroom, LCD TV and a spacious wardrobe. If you’re looking for fun, the main
deck of the yacht is the right place: a huge salon is furnished with sofas, wet bar, and entertainment system. If, on the contrary, you’re looking for peace
and quiet, you can relax on the flybridge: two staircases give access to the upper deck, where you can enjoy sea breeze and sun in the relaxation area
equipped with a sofa, a bar and a spacious sun pad.

SPECIFICATIONS
Accommodation: 8 Guests in 4 en-suite cabins
Total Guests (Cruising): 18
Arrangements: 2 doubles and 2 twin cabin
Length: 24 mt 78’
Beam: 5.80 mt
Draft: 1.82 mt
Year / Refit: 2008 / 2021
Builder: Filippetti
Engines: 2 x 1625 caterpillar
Cruising Speed: 20 knots
Max Speed: 20 knots
Fuel Consumption: 300 litres/hr

Tender & toys:
Toys:
1 jet ski
Infinity Sea Scooter Jobe;
Jobe Yama 8.6 Inflatable Sup Table Pack;
Jobe inflatable tow Kick Flip 2 pax;
Jobe Banana chaser 4 pax; (towing inflatable boat 30 hp)
Sea Doo 400, 3 beds
Tenders: PVC hull model GENIUSS length 3.70 meters (engine included) - Suzuki outboard engine 4-stroke 30/50 hp, 22 kw

M/Y JOY Filippetti Fly 76


